Whether military service should be done as a national duty or left to the professionals has been discussed for a long time both in Turkey and across the world. In order to answer this question and make relevant suggestions, this paper begins with the recruitment system in the Turkish Armed Forces during the history. Subsequently, armed forces of neighbor countries, their communication strategies and of those politically linked with Turkey as well as the world armies carrying weight for the scope of this study are all analyzed. Thirdly, current military service and its flawed aspects are explained. Finally come suggestions on how the military service should be.
Introduction
Neither numbers nor technology wins in a war… The winner is always the heart. There is no might that can stand against a unit banded together. Soldiers believe that if they lose their life in a war, they will die a martyr and be worthy of heaven; and that if they survive they will be a veteran and leave unforgettable memories to his children. This belief renders them fearless.
This bestows on their commanders a power that few leaders have.
Power is the ability to influence people and events. Power is the ability that leaders and managers gain and enjoy through their personalities, activities and situations within the organizational structure [Newstrom & Davis, 2002:272] . Organizational structure consists of certain sources such as statutory authority, rules and practices, decision-making techniques, control measures, information and technology, alliance, management cadres, and groups [Mullins, 1999:782] . All these sources constitute national power. Because power not only important for the leaders but also for the nations. National power is a combination of political, economic, demographic, geographical, historical and military strengths. National power is important for security and defence of the country. Military strength is organized to show or use force in carrying out the national policy and obtaining/or protecting national objectives. It is an entity consisting of people who are unified for certain common purposes; who complement the activities of each other; who are equipped with necessary weapons, tools and materials; and who implement certain technology individually or in groups [Öztorun, 2009:182] . It is shaped according to the threat, national interests and power; and supported by rules and regulations.
In a society, laws, rules and regulations are largely defined in accordance with history, culture, and customs. These are generally accepted rules emerged as a result of the characteristic of a society and the nature of people. In history, Turks founded many different states with different names within the region extending from Asia to Europe; and they ruled on three continents by composing the strongest armies in the world. They are often referred to protect the fundamental values of national security; to prevent the possible armed aggression; and to neutralize tension areas. They prevent and neutralize subversive intelligence and terrorist activities; ensure informational security and realize activities aiming at neutralization of disinformation propaganda. Armenian Armed Forces have structures similar to those of their counterparts in the former Soviet Union, except that the highest organizational level is a smaller unit, the brigade, rather than the traditional division. Armenian military analysts maintain that although the Armed Forces of Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh are smaller than the Azeri Armed Forces, they are more combat-capable, mobile and have combat experience.
The weakness of Nagorno-Karabakh Armed Forces is their lack of any army aviation -a constraint factor in active military operations [Armenian Army, 2011] .
The Armenian Air and Air Defense Forces are tasked with defending the country's territory from air incursion, providing defensive air cover and close air support to the ground forces, tactical transport within the battle space and maintaining trained and ready formations. In stark contrast to its ground forces, Air Force squandered even a nominal offensive and defensive capability. The focus has been on providing both tactical and national air defenses Syrian Armed Forces [Cordesman, 2003] be on continuous alert for the security of the national territory; maintain high operational readiness for the prevention and effective confrontation of threats as well as ensuring rapid response capability; contribute to international security and peace; contribute to activities of social aid and support state services for the confrontation of emergency situations. Defense policies of the HAF are defined separately for each branch. In land, the HAF strives to develop a flexible, rapid and effective force as well as an appropriate organization and structure, to be able to ensure the territorial integrity of the landlocked and insular country and to contribute to the defense of Greek Cypriot Administration. At sea, it aims to develop a naval power that will be able to protect the her sovereign rights; to defend the Greek coasts 
Military Service in Turkey
According the main detachment. The remaining period is shorter; thus short-term privates can not be employed in homeland security operations. This leads to discrepancy among soldiers and damages the main goals. On the other hand, the reserve officers and short-term privates bring a different perspective to Turkish Army and strengthen it more.
Recruitment is carried out on a quarterly basis. The first three month period is the basic training phase and executed in the boot camps. The remaining period is the special training phase and completed in the base units. Conscripts stay far away from their ordinary lives for fifteen months. This period is very long in today's conditions. However, it may be rendered effective and fruitful with a few arrangements. Difference between the service duration for the conscripts should be removed and military service should be limited to twelve months for everyone. Those who have less than a four year university education may serve as privates without any interval, while university students may serve during their educational process.
Normally, university education starts at the ages of 19-20 and the normal drafting age is 20.
The twelve month conscription duration equals to four three month semesters. The undergraduate education lasts four years, and summer holidays three months. These periods equal to the conscription terms. Those who reach their 20th birthday and continue their university education may be drafted during their summer holidays in four terms. In the first three month summer holiday, they may receive basic training; in the second three month they may get squad and platoon training; in their third class they may be trained on company and battalions; and in the last term they may be exposed to a special training phase. In order to preclude bad faith, only a three month service for each year and graduation at the end of four years should be compulsory.
Leaderaship and Military Discipline
The commanding officers within Compulsory Army are like intercity bus drivers. Bus drivers take a group of passengers, who come together without their personal initiative, to where they want to arrive. They let the passengers down, and let them get in all along the road. The driver has not selected any one of the passengers but himself. He tries to transport a group of coincidentally gathered people to their common destination. Similarly, the commanding officers can choose neither their appointment location nor the personnel they will work with.
All are determined by the major command. What the commanding officer can do is to command and control his unit according to the nature of the duty.
During the Korean War, a "death march" was started towards Red China together with Turkish soldiers, the majority of whom were taken prisoners by the communists during Kunuri battles in a horse de combat situation [Kıran, 1965:179] . In December North Korea is snowy, cold and hard to survive. There were the wounded and the sick within the convoys.
The road was long; conditions were severe. Any captive who couldn't stand this lengthy, difficult march and fell down were warned by guards to stand up. Ones who could stand up and walk saved their lives. But the situation was different for Turkish prisoners. Before guards took action, Turkish prisoners in good-condition helped their exhausted compatriots; gave hand to them; and even carried them on their backs by turns [Artuç, 1990:356] . The mystery of few Turkish casualties during this lengthy and difficult death march up to the northern Yalu River-China is the Turkish soldiers' understanding of military discipline.
At the Prisioners of War (PW) camp, the communists first had the captives take off all the uniforms given by the UN or respective countries of each soldier; and issued instead uniforms without any rank symbols on. The command chain never changed among Turkish soldiers all through the captivity. When the guards imprisoned the highest-ranking Turkish soldier in the camp (captain), the second highest-ranking Turkish prisoner (lieutenant) took on the command and continued the order. The foundations of this conduct lie firstly in the traditional Turkish familial discipline, and then in the military discipline in the barracks. Military life and civilian life differ in every country. In many countries discipline starts with wearing a uniform, while Turks get it from the mothers and implement within the family [Sayılan, 1996: 465-466 ]. That's why although 5-10 prisoners died daily in the PW camps; Turks did not suffer casualties due to their solidarity, discipline [Rusçuklu, 2005:246] , and leadership of their officers.
Conclusion
As it is seen, every country has set different missions, tasks, duties, duration, and budget for its Armed Forces. These differences stem from the characteristics and security needs of each country, dimension of the threats, other elements of national power, and interests. The motives of one country may be negligible for another. Security concerns of Turkey are different from other countries'. Turkey has borders with eight countries: Armenia, Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic (Azerbaijan). Its neighboring countries have different political structures, languages, religions and cultures.
Turkey has been fighting against separatist terrorism since 1984. Hence, it has to organize its security system differently from other countries and has to develop a national system.
Compulsory military service that is claimed to be difficult to implement or has lost its validity has an intimate and strong influence. Should leaders are organized adequately; there will be no need for professional army. TAF has always been conceived as not only a compulsory national duty but also a training center. Compulsory military service practice still continues in an updated manner. Those with four year university degrees or higher should be drafted as lieutenant, and other conscripts as private.
National army system has overcome defence and security of the country. Because national problems can be solved through national powers.
